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Can NOT be 
overestimated!
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Benefits of Community

• Open source is a good thing in science! 

• Reproducibility 

• No need to reinvent the wheel 

• More science per funder dollar! 

• Greater impact of methods development! 

• Better documentation (?) 

• Learning!
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“Community” Astro Codes
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FLASH 
MESA 
Enzo 

yt 
Gadget 

CASTRO 
MAESTRO 

Athena 
Ramses 

Zeus 
Einstein Toolkit 

Pluto 
many, many more….

see Astrophysics Source Code Library, ascl.net 
>800 codes listed!

http://ascl.net


Comm. Codes Have Greater 
Impact
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Code Approx. Publications

Gadget 3000

Zeus 1000

FLASH 1000

Enzo 400

MESA 300



Why Astro Comm. Codes?

• Monetization unlikely… 

• Problems are complex and difficult for the 
lone coder 

• Communal coding leads to greater return 
on investment
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Why Astro Comm. Codes?

• More eyes on the code means more bugs 
found… 

• Testing more rigorous
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Multiphysics Complexity

• Compressible 
hydrodynamics 

• Magnetic fields 

• Radiation 
transport/hydro 

• Self-gravity 

• Chemistry 

• Nuclear burning 

• Multifluids 

• Detailed EOS 

• Relativity 

• …
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Astrophysics Has It!



Multiphysics Complexity

• Mix of: 

• Hyperbolic PDEs 

• Elliptical PDEs 

• Parabolic PDEs 

• Stiff equations 

• etc., etc.
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Mathematically…



Infrastructure Complexity

• Extremely high dynamic range in space 
and time!  

• Adaptive mesh techniques common 

• BIG problems => extreme scale computing 

• Infrastructure (IO, grid, build, analysis) 

• Many different classes of operators
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AMR
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I/O

• Writing to disk from >100k cores is beyond 
me. 

• 100’s of TB’s of output for a project 

• 100’s of GB’s per write 

• Big savings from machine-specific tuning
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Particles

• Lagrangian tracers 

• Active (i.e., gravitating, SPH) 

• Laser ray tracing 

• Fluid-structure interactions
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FLASH: A Multiphysics Simulation Framework
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Helium burning on 
neutron stars

Richtmyer-
Meshkov 
instability

Laser-driven 
shocks

Nova outbursts

Wave breaking on 
white dwarfs

Relativistic accretion

Intracluster 
interactions

Turbulent Nuclear 
Burning

HEDP Experiments

Nuclear detonation

Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability

Type Ia SNe

Orzag/Tang 
MHD vortex

Galaxy Clusters

Core-collapse Supernovae

Stellar Convection



Adaptability: FLASH

• Originally: thermonuclear burning in 
degenerate stars 

• Then many other problems in Astro! 

• Not for the core-collapse supernova 
mechanism
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Adaptability: FLASH

• FLASH had: Hydro, gravity, AMR, I/O, data 
analysis/viz tools 

• I could focus on just new stuff: nuclear 
equation of state, neutrino physics, 
transport,…
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Adaptability: FLASH
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E.g. FLASH Scaling
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CCSN 3D sims cost upwards 
of 100 Million core-hours!



FLASH is Special

• Well-funded development for ~20 years 

• Professional design/maintenance 

• Core group of devs in central location 

• Most astro codes done “on the cheap”
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Enzo
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B.W. O’Shea

AMR 
N-body particle dynamics 

Gas dynamics (MHD) 
Complex gas chemistry 

Radiative cooling 
Sub-grid feedback schemes



Enzo

• ~12 core developers in very different 
locales 

• Heavy use of online collaboration tools 

• distributed version control (!)
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Einstein Toolkit

• Annual workshop 

• Rules for merging, contributing, etc. 

• Governance and official maintainers
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yt

• Started as part of Enzo collaboration 

• Data analysis and visualization 

• Glued together with Python  

• Grew to many other codes 

• Amazing dev community 
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yt-project.org

http://yt-project.org


Not all areas of Astro

• Stellar evolution 

• Radiation transport
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Massive Stars

• Core-collapse supernova progenitors 

• One code, one group for decades! 

• New community code: MESA
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MESA

• mesa.sourceforge.net 

• Started with one principal dev (Bill Paxton) 

• Grown into large, active community 

• Distributed development 

• Contributions generally go through Bill
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Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics

http://mesa.sourceforge.net


MESA Enabling New Science

• Combine two different community codes: 
FLASH + MESA 

• Can address new problems!
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SMC et al. 2015, ApJL, 808, L21
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Not just simulation
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Some pitfalls

• If you make it too easy to use, people will 
use it.
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Gadget

• N-body (active particles) 

• Smoothed particle hydro (SPH) 

• Various heating/cooling 

• Very centralized development: 
V. Springel
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Cautionary Tale: Gadget

• Easy to use, stable, open =>  

• Enormous impact on galaxy formation! 

• But…. Problem with original 
implementation of SPH
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972 O. Agertz et al.

Figure 8. The evolution of the cloud mass fraction for different resolutions.
As the resolution of the grid simulations is increased from 64 to 128 to 256
cells across the wind tunnel, the amount of mass increases a little but con-
verges. Increasing the resolution of the SPH simulations does not decrease
the amount of mass lost, rather the opposite, perhaps due to the momentum
transfer due to massive particles acting like ‘bullets’.

perturbations out of which the instabilities grow. However, while
the mixing of the cloud material with the background medium is
affected by small-scale motions that arise from the small unstable
scales, the cloud disruption is mostly the result of the development
of the large-scale perturbations. As an example of this in Fig. 10 we
show the evolution of the cloud–wind interaction but with ICs set

Figure 9. Each frame shows a density slice through the cloud centre at times t = 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5τKH with densities varying from low (blue) to high (red). The
grid (ENZO) simulation (left) shows instabilities developing on the surface causing the cloud to fragment, while these features are absent in the SPH (GASOLINE)
simulation (middle and right).

Figure 10. Evolution of the cloud with ‘analytic’ ICs using the CHARM code. Each frame shows a density slice through the cloud centre at times t = 0.24, 0.9,
1.7 and 2.5τKH with densities varying from low (red) to high (blue).

directly from the analytic definition. Thus in this case the ICs are
free of noise and are purely symmetric. A base grid of (32 × 32 ×

128) was used with two additional levels of refinement with refine-
ment ratio of 4 placed dynamically in regions where the relative
change in density, "ρ/ρ exceeded 20 per cent. This corresponds
to an effective resolution of 512 × 512 × 2048 in the finest grids,
which reduces the level of perturbation with respect to the previous
cases.

As shown in panel B of Fig. 10 the most destructive mode has
a different phase than in the cases illustrated above for the corre-
sponding grid-based codes. However, as in the previous cases, by
t = 2.5τKH (panel D) the cloud has been completely reduced to
debris by the instabilities. This shows that despite differences in
the appearance of the cloud gas distribution its fundamental fate of
disruption and subsequent mixing on a time-scale of a few τKH is
independent of the specific definition of the ICs.

6 W H Y S O D I F F E R E N T ?

What is the reason for the observed discrepancies between simula-
tions carried out using SPH and grid-based techniques? Differences
between SPH and grid-based results have been discussed before
in the literature (Frenk & et al 1999; Pearce et al. 1999; Thacker
et al. 2000; Ritchie & Thomas 2001; Tittley, Pearce & Couchman
2001; Springel & Hernquist 2002; Marri & White 2003; O’Shea
et al. 2005) in different contexts to this study. While AV is the most
obvious focus for criticism of SPH it is not the main reason for the
differences observed in this test. We will show this in Section 6.1
before focusing on the almost complete suppression of KHIs (and
RTIs) in SPH simulations of this test and present an explanation of
why this occurs.

C⃝ 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2007 RAS, MNRAS 380, 963–978
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C⃝ 2007 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2007 RAS, MNRAS 380, 963–978

Agertz et al. 2007, MNRAS, 380, 963

• Distribution model meant slow 
adoption of fix 

• Proliferation of proprietary versions



Some pitfalls

• Code divergence (balkanization) 

• Can be a problem in all development 
models
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Some pitfalls

• Assigning credit 

• Codes are “instruments” and builders 
deserve credit 

• Traditional academic mechanisms 
(publications, citations, etc.) often don’t fit
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The Future

• Hardware complexity increasing… 

• Today’s codes may be living on borrowed 
time  

• Need portability  

• Abstraction of tasks may be critical! 

• Need professional architecture and design
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The Future

• But… funding for professional 
development of astrophysics codes has 
DECREASED 

• No way to exascale without it. 

• May be no way to 100 petaflops without it!
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Computational Math, Science, Engineering  
at MSU

• >10 faculty in A&A 

• #1 Nuclear Physics graduate program 

• Joint Institute for Nuclear Astrophysics 

• Major nuclear physics experiment/theory  
facility (NSCL/FRIB) 

• Brand New Department of Computational 
Math, Science, & Engineering 

• MSU High-Performance Computing Center
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Overview
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Code License Dev Model Distribution Language
FLASH Custom* Central tarball F90/C
Enzo UofI/NCSA Distributed BitBucket F90/C++

Gadget GPL Central? tarball C
Castro BSD Distributed* GitHub F90/C++
Cactus ~GPL open/devs tarball C++/F90
Zeus ? disparate tarball C

MESA GPL contributory SourceForge F90
Athena GPL central tarball C/F90

yt BSD community BitBucket Python/C
Pluto GPL central tarball C++


